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FIRS commences the enforcement of
advance corporate income tax on
interim dividends

October 2015

In brief

In line with its primary mandate to increase tax revenue collection at the national level, the new

leadership at the FIRS has commenced the enforcement of advance corporate income tax on interim

dividends.

In detail

Background

The acting Executive Chairman
of the Federal Inland Revenue
Service (FIRS) in a press
conference and meeting with
stakeholders on resuming office
disclosed the focal areas for his
administration. Amongst the
many areas stated was the
enforcement of advance
Companies’ income tax (CIT) on
interim dividends.

In line with this, companies that
declared interim dividends have
started receiving letters from
the FIRS demanding the
advance payment of CIT on
interim dividend declared.

Also, a public notice was
published in some national
newspapers in this regard.

Legal Basis

Section 43 (6) of the Companies
Income Tax Act (CITA) which is

the basis for the advance CIT on
interim dividends provides that:

“…every company paying
dividend to its shareholders
shall pay tax at the prescribed
rate in subsection (1) of section
40 of this Act to the Board prior
to the payment of the dividend.
The tax so paid shall be a
deposit against the tax due
from the company on the
profits out of which the
dividend is paid. Provided that
the provisional tax paid under
section 77(1) of this Act shall be
taken into account in
determining the amount of tax
due under this subsection.”

Since the introduction of self-
assessment regime when
provisional tax payment was
discontinued, companies paying
interim dividends also stopped
paying advance tax. Before now
the FIRS never raised any issue
regarding this even though there
was no amendment to the
relevant section of the law. The

sudden enforcement of this
provision of the law reflects the
pressure on the FIRS to
generate revenue from tax due
to the drop in the price of crude
oil. It should however be noted
that advance tax payment on
interim dividend does not in
itself increase total tax
collection but more of a timing
issue. The real impact therefore
will be tax cash flow cost to
companies and possibly a
marginal decrease in
government debt and service
cost.

Key question for further
considerations

As a result of this new
enforcement, a few questions for
consideration arise:

 Whether the intention of
section 43 (6) of CITA was
to solely apply to current
year profits (on which tax is
due) and not profits
distributed from previously
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taxed profits i.e. retained
earnings. This is based on
the phrase “the tax paid
shall be a deposit against
the tax due from the
company on the profits out
of which the dividend is
paid”. The argument here
would be that where the
interim dividends paid
relate to previously taxed
profits then the dividends
should therefore be exempt
from this provisional tax as
no tax is due.

 Section 77(1) of the CITA
provides that companies
will be required to pay
provisional tax which is
equal to the tax paid in the
immediately preceding year
of assessment within 3
months of each year of
assessment. However, the
provisions of section 77 (6)
annuls the imposition of
provisional tax in section 77
(1) for a company that files
self-assessment.
Consequently, since
provisional tax is no longer
applicable, it can be argued
that the intention of the law
is for self-assessment filers
not to pay any form of
advance tax. The relevant
question then is whether the

provision of section 77(6)
that annuls the payment of
provisional tax for a
company filing self-
assessment will apply to the
tax imposed by section
43(6).

 Whether interim dividends
distributed from tax exempt
income such as pioneer
profits should suffer this
advance payment of CIT.

 Whether tax credit or
refunds would be granted to
companies who suffer CIT
on interim dividends and
subsequently make
losses/lower taxable profits
at the end of the financial
year.

 The interplay of section 43
(6) with section 19 of CITA
which provides for excess
dividend tax (EDT).
Whether the provisional
amount paid on interim
dividend is effectively an
enforcement of EDT which a
company may wish to
contest when filing its
annual tax returns.

The takeaway

Taxpayers need to be aware that
due to the fiscal crunch the FIRS

is looking at all avenues to
increase tax collection. Some of
these avenues will be clear and
unambiguous while others may
be contentious or even untested.

Companies that declare interim
dividend may find that
regardless of the source of these
dividends they may be assessed
to CIT.

It may be worthwhile to engage
the FIRS to make a case for any
company whose interim
dividends are paid out of
previously taxed retained
earnings or past and current
years’ exempt profits. In any
case, affected companies need to
review their dividend policy in
view of the potential cash flow
impact of advance tax.

Ultimately, companies need to
ensure that they properly take
into account the potential tax
implications of profits they
intend to distribute as dividends
and seek guidance where
necessary to forestall any
unpleasant surprises.
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